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The theme of the need for a reform the EU budget and the way in which this should be done has been discussed several times in recent years, but any tentative attempt at a profound reform has failed. Nowadays there is an ongoing debate on the questions of the composition and fi nancing of the EU budget, with an important impulse from the European Commission. This paper is focused mainly on the latter issue, i.e. how to fi nance the EU budget. The question of the (re) composition of the common expenditure is important and probably more likely to be addressed by the common institutions and the national governments in the near future. However, we think (and we will try to argue) that the effectiveness of response by the EU to its present challenges and defi cits requires an increase in the size of the common budget, which requires the search for new fi nancial resources.
The paper presents the present situation of the EU budget, analysing its structure in terms of revenue and expenditure. We suggest the need for a major change in the composition and fi nancing of the EU budget, based on the main challenges facing the EU at present / in the near future and on relevant aspects of fi scal federalism theory. Our attention then turns to the reform of EU budget fi nancing, and we present the main proposals that have been made in recent years. We defend the idea of an EU surcharge on national personal income tax and present a simulation of its possible value in the present situation.
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The EU Budget: Current Situation
The EU budget lays out the set of expenses to be made by the Union, as well as its revenue. With regard to the type and structure of the former, it is worth mentioning that: they include two types: compulsory expenses, which • result from Treaties' commitments, and non-compulsory expenses, arising from the budget's operating areas;
despite having increased with the reforms imple-• mented under the "Delors Packages" (I and II), the set of expenses covered by the community budget never exceeded 1.3% of the Union's GNP; note that this fi nancial dimension is almost similar to some governmental departments of certain large EU countries; also it largely contrasts with what happens in most geographic areas with a single currency; 1 as can be seen in Figure 1 , a highly signifi cant share • of the expenses is due to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), one of the most problematical (and possibly unfair) in the Union, still accounting for over 40% of the Community budget, although this has been reduced following successive reforms (not always fruitful); this is followed by expenses related to regional policy and, with a signifi cant increase in the most recent years, expenses related to research and development; in any case, note that in 2008 the joint objective of growth, innovation, employment and cohesion is already the most important.
With regard to the budgetary resources, the initial phase of national contributions was replaced, from 1970 on, by a system of own resources. These are considered the revenue of a fi scal nature attributed once and for all to the Community to fi nance its budget, with the duty being conceded to it without the need for any further decision from the national authorities.
As Figure 2 shows, the system of own resources involves mainly:
the "traditional resources", considered own resourc-• es "by nature", because they are revenue obtained within the scope of common policies, and not revenue from the member states calculated as national contributions. They thus include customs duties, resulting from the application of the common tariffs and agricultural duties, resulting from the imports of agricultural products from non-members and linked to the CAP.
the "VAT (value added tax) resource", created in April • 1970, when it was clear that the traditional own resources were not enough to fi nance the community budget. Due to the diffi culties of ensuring its harmonisation, the resource was only applied as of 1980, and it is obtained from the application of a uniform rate to the national VAT revenue. The value of this rate has varied and it has been 0.5% since 2004.
the "GNP (gross national product) resource", created • in June 1988 as a resource for balancing the budget, corresponding globally to the difference between the expenses and the revenue of the other own resources and "shared" according to the GNP of each member state.
Figure 2 also shows that the "GNP resource" is presently by far the most relevant resource in the EU budgetary framework, in an evolution that has been accentuated as VAT mobilisation rates have dropped and the amounts of "traditional duties" have progressively fallen.
The EU Budget: Why Reform It?
Some factors suggest that there is only a slight possibility of a signifi cant change in the situation described above in the very near future.
In September 2004, the European Commission presented a report on the evolution of own resources.
2 In this report, it admitted that there were possible advantages in gradually substituting the present model with another one more directly oriented towards citizens. However, it manifested no intention of proposing a new own resource in the scope of the fi nancial perspectives for the subsequent period: this has in fact happened.
The fi nancial framework for the period 2007-2013 did not bring about signifi cant changes either in terms of the composition of expenses or in terms of the origin of resources.
In the fi rst case, it is true that expenses related to the common agricultural policy continue to fall and that there is heavier investment in areas such as cohesion, competitiveness and growth, but fi elds such as security, justice, defence or citizenship still have highly unsatisfactory fi gures (little more than 1% of the budget over the entire period). In the same way, the EU foreign action also has very little weight, although it will be increased by one percentage point at the end of the period compared to the beginning. 
